BRIDGING GAPS AND BUILDING FUTURES
GaTutor’s Visionary Approach to Online Tutoring

CHALLENGE

• **Lost Learning Opportunities:** Students across Georgia faced disruptions to their academic journeys due to various factors.
• **Daunting Task:** Helping students regain what they missed was a significant challenge beyond what schools and teachers could achieve during regular school hours.
• **Cost and Access Issues:** Individual tutoring is expensive and presents issues related to access. Not all students have equal opportunities for tutoring.
• **Scheduling Barriers:** Students must work around other commitments, making it challenging to fit in tutoring sessions.

SOLUTION

• **GaTutor Program:** The GaTutor program, powered by Georgia Virtual Learning, was launched in Fall 2023.
• **Georgia-Certified Teachers:** Experienced teachers with content area expertise provide one-on-one tutoring sessions tailored to each individual student.
• **Flexibility:** Tutoring sessions take place outside of regular school hours. Students can select dates and times that work best for them.
• **Free of Charge:** GaTutor is completely FREE for public high school students in Georgia.

RETURN ON INVESTMENT

• **Expert Tutors:** Our 65+ expert tutors specialize in 19 core courses, ensuring personalized guidance for every student.
• **Broad Reach:** Since the program launch in October 2023, GaTutor has reached 706 students across 150 schools in 85 districts, with over 2900 scheduled sessions.
• **Student Empowerment:** Through fresh teaching approaches, GaTutor instills confidence in students. They express gratitude for the program’s impact.
• **Gap Closure:** GaTutor bridges classroom limitations, addressing misunderstandings and ensuring no student is left behind.
• **Parent Appreciation:** Parents consistently appreciate this resource, recognizing its value in their student’s learning journey.

LEARNING IMPACT

• **Motivation to Try Again:** GaTutor encourages students to persist and seek solutions when faced with challenges, fostering resilience for long-term learning.
• **Increased Student Engagement:** Students actively participate in GaTutor sessions, demonstrating genuine interest in learning beyond regular school hours.
• **Success and Confidence Building:** As students experience success in problem-solving and understanding concepts, their confidence grows, motivating them to explore complex topics.
• **Effective Technology Use:** GaTutor leverages features like video conferencing, whiteboards, and instructional videos to enhance the learning experience.
• **Personalized Learning:** Each GaTutor session is tailored to the student’s needs, allowing tutors to address specific problems.
• **Confident, Lifelong Learners:** GaTutor’s impact extends beyond academics, nurturing confident learners who embrace challenges and seek knowledge throughout life.

www.GaTutor.org